
27 October

21 October

4 December

24 November

10 February
10 March
7 April

12 May
15 September
13 October

General Meetings of the Alpine Club 1981
20 January Stan Woolley: Sled~ing and Climbing in the Crown Prince

Frederik Mountains of East Greenland.
J. D. A. Stainton: A Botanist in the Himalaya.
Jim Curran: 'The Bat'.
Members' Evening.
Dick Isherwood: The Jugal Himal.
Tony Saunders: Conway's Ogre.
Simon McCartney: The first ascent of Mount McKinley, South
West Face.
Dr Charles Warren: Watercolours of the Alpine Scene by
English Painters.
Chris Bonington and Mike Ward: The British Kongur
Expedition 1981.
Professor Keith Miller: The Royal Geographical Society
expedition to the Karakorum, 1980.
Annual General Meeting. Mrs Janet Carleton: A Family
Century in the Alpine Club.

Meets
30 January - 1 February
6 - 8 March
1 - 4 May
25 July - 12 August
29 July - 12 August

15 - 29 August
25 - 29 September

Jointly with ABMSAC at Brackenclose, Wasdale.
North Wales. CC hut Llanberis Pass.
Peak District. Oread Club hut, Heathy Lea.
Pennine Alps, Zermatt.
Cornwall. CC hut. Family meet held jointly with
Climbers' Club.
Pennine Alps, Arolla. Joint meet with ABMSAC.
Lake District. Informal dinner with lecture by Chris
Bonington and Michael Ward.

Miscellaneous Notes
Compiled by John King

Visit to Japan, 1980 Prof Noel Odell has sent us the following account of a
memorable visit.

Soon after the first Great War, I attended a meeting of the ABMSAC at which the
Rev Waiter Weston (AC) gave a fascinating illustrated account of the Japanese
Alps. His book Mountaineering and Exploration in the Japanese Alps (1896) was already
well known, and was supplemented by two others- The Playground .of the Far East
(1918) and A Wayfarer in Unfamiliar Japan (1925). Another member of ours, the Rev
W. K. Murray Walton, published in 1934 his book Scrambles inJapan and Formosa.
He also read a paper to the Club entitled 'Ontake, the Sacred Peak' (AJ 58). The
term Japan Alps had, incidentally, first been used in ·1881 by an English mining
engineer, Prof Sir William Gowland, who was adviser to the Osaka Mint (and was
later my Professor of Mining at the Royal School of Mines, London). I had long
wished to see these central ranges ofJapan , and my chance came last year from an
invitation by the Japanese Alpine Club to come out and meet their parties returning
from outstanding successes on Mount Everest.
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Kindness and hospitality were showered upon me during my time in Tokyo,
particularly by the President of the JAC, Dr E. ishibori, and by Mr and Mrs Ko
Yoshida; and later in Kyoto, ara, Osaka, Kobe and elsewhere during my 3 weeks
in the country. I was also given opportunities to see many of the line old temples and
shrines ( hinto and Buddhist) as well a the excellent museums, picture galleries
and other institutions for which Japan is renowned. I had also to give a number of
talks.

I wa later taken up into the orthern Japan Alp to the beautiful Kamikochi
valley, 1500m above sea level, which is situated at the foot of Mt Yake (2455m), a
volcano which had erupted violently in 1915 and blocked the course of the Azusa
river. It wa from the Kamikochi valley that Walter Weston had made many of his
early climbs, and I was taken by Japanese friends to see an excellent engraving of
him executed on a rock face in this valley. During my stay the weather was
extremely bad-unseasonably bad, I was told-and only valley-walks were possible.
While in the Alps I had the pleasure of meeting a party of visiting Chinese
mountaineers, who had been associated with Everest. But in Tokyo I met the heroes
of the J apane e Everest parties: Yasuo Kato, who had reached the summit solo by
the E ridge, and Tsuneo Shigehiro and Ozaki, who had made the hazardous
ascent of the avalanche- wept wall.

A most interesting private visit was to the charming residence (in the country near
Fujiyama) of Princess Setsuko Chichibu, sister-in-law of the Emperor Hirohito. Her
late husband the Prince was well known in this country when at Magdalen College,
Oxford, as an all-round sportsman and particularly skier and mountaineer. The
line Prince Chichibu Memorial Rugby Ground in Tokyo is a worthy tribute to him.
Moreover, Tokyo abounds in exotic institutions and societies, apart from relic of
the American occupation. A notable one is the Cambridge and Oxford ociety (not
Oxford and Cambridge!), founded in 1921, of which Prince Chi hibu had been a
keen member.

Incidentally, my friends Mr and Mr Yoshida gave me a 90th birthday party,
though I was then only 89, and the JAC a very happy farewell party in their club
house.

Beauty, Horror and Immensity: Picturesque Landscape in Britain,
1750-1850 This was the title of an exhibition selected and catalogued by Peter
Bicknell which was on display at the Fitzwilliam Museum from 7 July to 31 August
during the 1981 Cambridge Festival.

The intriguing title was taken from a letter written by one John Brown
(1715-1766) of t John's College, Cambridge, to Lord Lyuelton in which he
compare Keswick to Dovedale. It was an occa ion not to be mi sed by any lover of
the mountain scene. It consisted of pictures, line illustrated book, china and
ephemera to do with the cult of the picturesque. In Peter Bicknell's opinion it was
the 3 larg-e paintings by Claude, Turner and Martin which made the exhibition so
grand. The emphasis was on the fashionable craze for the English Lake District
which succeeded that of the 18th Century for the Grand Continental Tour to the
classical sites in Italy. The rea on for the change is explained in the valuable and
authoritative catalogue, of which the Alpine Club library now ha a copy. But the
scope of the exhibition extended beyond the Lakeland scene. Items to do with both

orth Wales and the Scouish Highlands were there in plenty, some of the linest
being the Scottish volumes of William Daniell's A Voyage Around Great Britain
together with a display of some of the most beautiful of the aquatint plates from that
grand work.

It would be hard to imagine a more interesting show for devotees of the Briti h
mountain scene. There assembled for our delectation were such treasures as the
sketching manuals of artists like David Cox; a superb oil painting by that great
patron of the arts, friend of Constable and Wordsworth, lover of the Lake District
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and founder member of the National Gallery, Sir George Beaumont; a unique
pencil and grey wash drawing of the Langdale Pikes by Thomas Gainsborough;
John Clark's miriorama, a series of 24 cards of Italian scenes which could be pieced
together to produce an incredible number of different landscapes; a Claude glass;
and examples of notepaper headed with picturesque scenes of the Lake District and
elsewhere produced for tourists at a time when the cult of picturesque travel was at
its height.

Apart from its particular interest for mountaineers, this was one of the most
imaginative and fascinating collections I have seen since the time I attended another
one on the Romantic Movement many years ago at the Tate Gallery. With its
unusual theme and the diversity and fine quality of the exhibits-many of which
had belonged to Peter Bicknell before he gave his Lake District Collection to King's
College, Cambridge in memory of two friends Professor A. C. PigolJ and Tim
Munby-it was an exhibition of international importance. Charles Warren.

Iranian Women's Lib in Reverse Montagnes Magazine No 33 reports that under
the new regime in Iran, men and women are no longer allowed to climb together.
The Elbruz and the Zagros, they say, 'sont devenues "Ies premieres montagnes
prudes" '.

Answer to Problem in Logistics (see AJ 86 244). He needs 44 days' supply. He
places bases at I, 3 and 6 days' journey from Benthur. Whenever he moves towards
the mountain he takes 12 days' supply with him; whenever he moves away from the
mountain he takes only enough to reach the next depot.

Dr Fridtjof Nansen A Norwegian correspondent, Tim Greve, has pointed out an
error in the article 'Mountaineering and Risk' (AJ 86 3). Dr Fridtjof Nansen, the
eminent explorer, there referred to as Danish, was of course Norwegian. The Editor
apologizes for this serious slip which he really should not have allowed to pass.

Baltoro Kangri Readers of the article' British 1980 expedition to Baltoro Kangri'
in AJ 86 are likely to assume that all 5 peaks of Baltoro Kangri were first climbed by
Japanese expeditions. The E summit (V, 7260m) was in fact climbed for the first
time as long ago as 1934 when 3 members of G. O. Dyhrenfunh's Karakoram
expedition,J. Belaieff, P. Ghiglione and A. Roch, reached the summit on 3 August
that year.

The National Physical Laboratory A film recently released by the UK national
standards laboratory emphasizes their primary functions-to produce and maintain
physical standards of measurement, to calibrate standards on behalf of research and
industry, to develop and refine methods of measuring physical quantities and to

intercom pare national standards and measurement methods with those of other
nations. Their work is basic to many measurements of benefit to the
mountaineer-the heights of mountains, mapping, the quality and behaviour of
equipment and clothing etc-and to the various earth sciences with which the
mountaineer comes in contact.

The world's deepest cave Until recently the cave of Pierre Saint Martin in the
Pyrenees was regarded as the deepest explored cave in the world at - l332m. Nowa
total level difference of another cave, the Jean Bernard in Haute Savoie, has been
penetrated to 1455m by a French expedition in 198!.

It is also reponed that a French caver has reached the 'bottom of the Pierre Saint
Martin solo-yet another climbing tactic spreading to the underground world.

Parachuting from mountains The Norwegian police have reported a rapid
increase over recent years in the number of rescue operations occasioned by the
sport of parachuting from mountains such as Trollvegen. Two who made the leap in
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July were lucky to escape with minor fractures when the parachute of one failed to
open properly, while the second landed in a crevasse.

Sacred mountain The Daily Telegraph reports that Taishan, once considered the
most sacred mountain in China, is being restored to something like its former glory
as a place of pilgrimage-this time for tourists rather than worshippers at its Taoist
temples. Many of the temples and images were destroyed during the Cultural
Revolution, but much of the damage has now been repaired. A new access road has
already been completed, and a cable car is being constructed to spare modern
pilgrims the 1500m ascent to the summit from the plain below.

Three peaks yacht race The 5th race from Barmouth to Fort William took place
at the end ofJune. Inspired by the exploits ofH. W. Tilman, the race involves 360
miles of sailing for each 5-man crew, of whom 2 must also make the ascent of
Snowdon, Scafell Pike and Ben Nevis. 26 yachts started this year's race and 21
finished; the winning time was 3 days 19 hours 1 minute.

Frostbite A study of injuries to the toes sustained by mountaineers as a result of
cold temperatures is being conducted by Carlos Villas Tome of U rbanizacion Zizur
7-4B, Cizur Mayor, Navarra, Spain. Sr Tome seeks, from those who have suffered,
information on the following points:

whether loss of sensation was partial or complete;
whether crampons were being worn;
condition of the toes when boots were -removed;
length of time taken to recover sensation;
season of the year;
mountain and route;
whether the sufferer smokes, and if so how much.

Those who can help with this study are invited to contact Sr Tome at the above
address.

Polish Expedition to Kangchenjunga South and Central 1978 Four members
of this expedition were omitted from the list of names given in AJ 8549. In addition
to those listed, the following took part in the expedition: Zbigniew Staszyszyn,
Bernard Uchmanski, Jerzy Wesotowski (deputy leader), Szymon Wdowiak.

In Hannibal's footsteps Hannibal's crossing of the Alps is to be re-enacted, once
again. Some 6 elephants and 60 scientific experts, led by Wolfgang Zeuner, are to
attempt the crossing in 1982. As in the case of the last such crossing by a small
British expedition in 1959, one of the objectives is to resolve an ancient controversy
about the precise route taken by Hannibal's 35000 soldiers and 37 elephants in 218
BC. We trust that the 1982 expedition will be similarly successful in making the
crossing but similarly unsuccessful in resolving the controversy.

Fatal accidents By the end of August 1981 more than 140 people, including 9
British climbers, had been killed in accidents in the north-western Alps, and a
further 13 were reported missing. For British climbers the figure represents an
increase over the 7 deaths reported in 1980.

The Indian Mountaineering Federation has also expressed concern about the toll
of 26 deaths in the Indian Himalayas in the first 10 months of 1981. Sponsors of
mountaineering expeditions are to be required in future to furnish details of their
members' training and experience before being allowed to tackle the more serious
peaks.

Risk A number of more-or-Iess scientific papers appeared in 1981 devoted to the
subject of the assessment of risk. In one of them-a paper presented to the meeting
of the British Association at York in September-Professor Trevor Kletz of
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Loughborough University suggested that there are equal risks from drinking 40
bottles of wine, eating 80 lb of peanut butter or living for 10 years in Aberdeen.
Driving a car for 4000 miles, smoking 100 cigarettes, working in the chemical
industry for a year and rock climbing for a mere 2 hours all involve the same risk to
life.

Furka tunnel This tunnel, over 9 miles in length, was ceremoniously opened at
the end of April after 8 years of drilling. When it opens to traffic in 1982 it will be the
world's longest narrow-gauge tunnel.

The Irvine Diaries Andrew Croft has written to correct a report in AJ 85 249:
Irvine's summer expedition to Spitsbergen in 1923 was in fact led by George

Binney, who some 20 years later was knighted for breaking the German blockade of
Gothenburg harbour and bringing to Britain ball bearings and other vital supplies of
steel. The 1923 expedition's objective, orth East Land, could not be reached due
to severe ice conditions. Binney therefore put 4 men ashore in NE Spitsbergen to
map the country between Lomme Bay and Klaas Billen Bay. The party consisted of
N. E. Odell, R. A. Fraser and the two Oxford rowing Blues, A. C. Irvine and G.
Milling.

Getting from A to B in Yosemite In an article in the Journal ofLeisure Research, vol
12 no 2, J. W. van Wagtendonk and J. M. Benedict report the results of a study of
times taken by parties of backpackers, day hikers and horse riders to travel over a
variety of trails in the Yosemite area. Some remarkable facts were discovered: the
nicer the view, the more likely it is that people will stop to admire it; people go
slightly faster on horseback than on foot; going downhill is quicker than going up
(unless you're a horse, when it doesn't make much difference); and the steeper the
hill, the longer it usually takes to walk up it. Perhaps surprisingly, parties of2 were
found to be no quicker than larger parties. This may be because some parties of two
had other things on their minds besides getting from A to B.

Mathematical backpackers who wish to compare their own performance with the
Yosemite average may calculate it from the following equations:

Uphill: Y = e (3'36 + 0'00088X)
Downhill: Y = e (3'38 + 0'00029X)

where Y is speed (in minutes per horizontal mile)
and X is gradient (in vertical feet per horizontal mile).

Biorhythms The above equations make no allowance for a variable of obvious
importance which was drawn to our attention by an advertisement in Climbing 0

68: 'Plan your mountaineering calendar with the aid of PERSONALIZED
CLIMBER'S BIORHYTHMS. Know your climbing high, low and critical days up
to a year in advance. We will plot your CLIMBING BIOTHRYMS (sic) for one
year from the date of your order. Send your EXACT birthdate and $10 to ... '

Yeti Moscow News reported in November that an expedition of 160 people had
made a number of sitings of yeti in the Soviet Pamirs, but none of the members
could produce photographs or exact descriptions.

Alpine Club Library Catalogue and Exhibition Sterling work over the last few
years in the Club Library has produced a magnificent new catalogue, the first since
1899, with 19000 entries in its 600 pages. Published by Heinemann Educational
Books Ltd at £50, it is a comprehensive listing of our valuable collection.

The publication date, 30 November 1981, was marked by an exhibition 'The
Treasures of the Alpine Club' in the Club Gallery, which was open to an invited
audience on the above date and to the general public during the following week.
Notices appeared in the press and on radio. The books on show included some of the
fine"st items in the collection-Alpine travels going back to the 16th Century, early
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ascents in the Alps with many notable texts on Mont Blanc, 19th Century travels
and mountain ascents in distant ranges and early travel and climbing in the British
Isles, as well as the fUhrer-buchs of some well-known guides.

In addition there was a fine display of pictures from the Club's
archives-mountain sketches and paintings by famous mountaineers and artists.
Some of these had not seen light of day for many a year, since the number which can
be displayed in the Club's premises at anyone time is strictly limited. Whymper's
original tent, as figured in Scrambles, was there ('Did he use it on Everest?', asked
one of the pressmen); a laissez-passer issued in 1817; a fan commemorating an ascent
of Mont Blanc; board games where the players contend in a mountain setting; a
selection of Club badges; and so on.

The Club owes a big debt of gratitude to the people whose devoted work produced
the catalogue and to the others who planned and produced the unique exhibition
held in celebration of its launching-important milestones both in the history of the
Club. It is hoped to include an extended illustrated account in A) 1983. Edward
Pyatt.

Goretex and Viloft We would like to thank Chris Brasher for some interesting
comments on aspects of the article Equipment and Technique which appeared in the
1980 Journal (A) 86 237). On the topic of Goretex he points out that although the
prime aim of the design of the fabric is to let water vapour out but prevent the
ingress of water in the liquid state, it is in fact possible under some circumstances for
water vapour to pass inwards. This might occ~r for instance through the walls of a
Goretex tent if there was a sudden change to humid conditions outside when the
inside was cold. He also felt that our report on some tests on Viloft fabric did not
coincide with his own experience. We had quoted the conclusion of these tests which
was that Viloft was 'superior to all the other fabrics tested for all types of activity'.
He feels that Viloft is superior for discontinuous activities, eg rock climbing or
downhill ski-ing, but that polypropylene fabrics (Lifa by Helly Hansen) was superior
for continuous activity sports, because of its wicking action which allows the sweat to
pass through and evaporate. We would welcome readers' comments based on their
own experience of fabrics of these sorts. T. M. Connor.

Acknowledgements Since this, the 12th number produced under my Editorship,
is to be my last, I should like to add a few words of appreciation to those who have
helped me during my term of office.

I, and all readers, owe a particular debt of gratitude to Tom Connor, who has
given me substantial support throughout. First taking responsibility for N American
Notes in 1972, he became Editorial Assistant in 1973 and advanced to Assistant
Editor in 1976 on the retirement of D. F. O. Dangar. Between 1976 and 1981 Tom
was entirely responsible for compiling the extensive Regional Notes and Equipment
& Technique sections which appeared in those years, while from 1979 onwards he
took on Science Notes also. On several occasions he weighed in with other sections
when their authors were not forthcoming; he helped with prodigious amounts of
proof-reading; I just could not have done the job without him.

I am indebted also to others worthy of mention. Geoffrey Templeman, who
became Editorial Assistant in 1977 and an Assistant Editor in 1980, has compiled
Book Reviews and In Memoriam sections since 1978; Kevin FitzGerald provided In
Mernoriam from 1973 to 1977; Peter Stubbs did Science Notes from 1972 to 1978;
D. F. O. Dangar was Assistant Editor until 1975 and was a tower of strength in my
formative years.

I have had frequent and willing contributions from Evilio Echevarrfa, Kevin
FitzGerald, WaIter Kirstein, Douglas Milner, Christopher Russell and Michael
Scott. I am grateful to them all, and to many others. John Cleare and Douglas
Milner have been of great help with pictures. The generosity of Terris Moore and
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WaIter Amstutz enabled me for a period to include ~ small number of colour
pictures.

This year sees a change in our established pattern. The involvement of the ACG
in Journal affairs agreed by the Committees has meant their shouldering the burden
of Regional Notes and Equipment & Technique. I welcome Phil Bartlett to the
panel of Assistant Editors to be responsible in future for this work. Here Tom
Connor, taking a well-earned rest, contributes only Science otes, Geoffrey
Templeman continues with Book Reviews and In Memoriam, while John King has
taken sole charge of Miscellaneous Notes.

I have written previously of the difficulties of the 70s-the competition from the
bimonthlies, which enforced a change of basic style when we could no longer
provide topical information; the many changes in the printing world with which we
had to comply; the continually escalating costs which had always to be minimized;
and so on. I believe that the AlpineJournal has held its own through these vicissitudes
and still retains a function and an individuality.

The new Editor is John Fairley. I ask you to give him all your support, while he
tackles this new and complex-seeming task. I am sure he will enjoy it, as I always
have. Edward Pyalt.

Some medical aspects of small expeditions

A season in the Alps; a prolonged trip further afield? The following notes covering
some aspects of the treatment of medical problems are based on notes provided by
Dr Jimmy Duff.

Drugs Lomotil. Most bouts of diarrhoea settle rapidly on fasting and taking one
tablet of Lomotil 4- times daily. Black tea and salt will prevent excessive
dehydration. Chilis and alcohol kill most hostile bugs before they cause trouble!

Streptrotriad, Flagyl. Resistant cases of diarrhoea with or without vomiting can
be cured by these antibiotics, but use them as a last resort as they wipe out all
stomach bugs, good or bad. Flagyl is especially useful for treating Giardia.

Ampicelin, or Septrim. These are broad spectrum antibiotics, useful for severe
infections of throat, chest, skin, muscle, and urine, to be taken 4- times a day.
Mechanical irritation of the throat due to cold dry air at altitude responds to throat
lozenges, sweets or steam inhalations, and not antibiotics.

Appendicitis In a remote situation this can be serious. First make sure of the
diagnosis: pain over central abdomen shifting to the lower right quadrant, followed
by vomiting and tenderness just above the front end of the hip. Stop food and drink
and start on a course of broad spectrum antibiotics. Keep the patient still and on his
back. This way widespread infection is avoided and the patient may be able to walk
out after a week to ten days.

Pain Mild analgesics such as Paracetomol, Aspirin, Codeine Phosphate, are
useful for combating headaches, sprains, or joint discomfort, but for severe pain in
the case of a broken or fractured limb a Fortral injection is to be preferred. To give
the injection: with the thumb on the hip rotate the outstretched hand until the
fingers touch the fleshy part of the backside. Wipe the skin with an antiseptic and
pinch up the flesh. Insert the needle and draw back on the plunger to ensure that a
blood vessel has not been penetrated before injecting. It is well to remember that
strong analgesics depress respiration and the level of consciousness.

For a sleepless night a suitable cure is to use a tranquiliser such as Mogadon or
Valium. However, these can result in a notable hangover effect.
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Acute Mountain Sickness This is best avoided by careful acclimatization and a
knowledge of the early symptoms-usually swollen fingers or eyelids. Accumulating
water in the lung tissues will then cause breathlessness and cough. If possible
descend at least 300m immediately, but if this is impossible start taking Lasix
tablets, which dehydrate the body and limit the effects. These will not cure acute
mountain sickness but may buy a little time for that vital descent.

Porters Porters are notorious hypochondriacs. Plenty of mild analgesics,
antiseptics and elastoplast will fix most things. Iodine is useful, both as a water
purifier and as an antiseptic.

Fractures' Straighten the limb out into its normal position and then splint. Check
that the circulation has not been cut off to the lower part of the limb; if it has,
slacken the splint slightly until colour, sensation and pulse return to normal.

Vitamins It takes a long time to become vitamin deficient, although vitamin C
tablets are very useful if fresh food is not available, and iron tablets for long periods
at high altitudes.

Finally it is often easier to obtain drugs in other countries than in the UK. Drugs
obtainable only on prescription at home are generally sold over the counter in the
East. To know what you are after in a maze of proprietary and chemical names a
copy of 'MIMS Pharmaceutical Index' is incredibly useful. Try chatting up your
local GP for an old copy.

Mount Everest Foundation Notes
1980-81
Edward Peck

The following notes summarise the expeditions which have either received a grant
from and/or the approval of the MEF. It should be noted that the MEF only
'sponsors' expeditions in exceptional circumstances, eg the 1981 Mount Kongur
expedition.

The reports of these expeditions have been lodged with the Archives Section of the
RGS, and may be consulted there. Some will have been described in the A] or other
journals.

The period covered in the following notes is from April 1980 to August 1981. In
future issues of the journal, it is expected that these notes will roughly cover
expeditions over 12 months ending in the preceding summer.

Nepal Himalaya
M.E.F. ref. 79/22 Eface ofDhaulagiri: International Expedition The team of 41ed by
Alex McIntyre established a small advanced camp on the NE Col early in April,
1980, allowing time for exploration and acclimatization, before tackling the
unclimbed E face on 5 May. They encountered severe weather conditions including
electric storms, spindrift avalanches and very thin ice, which obliged them to move
fast and unroped for most of the route. After 3 nights on inadequate ledges, they
returned to the NE Col; they renewed the attempt from their previous high point on
17 May and, at midday on 18 May, all 4 climbers reached the summit, achieved in
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